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ABSTRACT
The Bullet Cluster has provided some of the best evidence for the Λ cold dark matter
(ΛCDM) model via direct empirical proof of the existence of collisionless dark matter,
while posing a serious challenge owing to the unusually high inferred pairwise velocities
of its progenitor clusters. Here we investigate the probability of finding such a high-
velocity pair in large-volume N-body simulations, particularly focusing on differences
between halo finding algorithms. We find that algorithms that do not account for
the kinematics of infalling groups yield vastly different statistics and probabilities.
When employing the Rockstar halo finder that considers particle velocities, we find
numerous Bullet-like pair candidates that closely match not only the high pairwise
velocity, but also the mass, mass ratio, separation distance, and collision angle of
the initial conditions that have been shown to produce the Bullet Cluster in non-
cosmological hydrodynamic simulations. The probability of finding a high pairwise
velocity pair among haloes with Mhalo > 1014M is 4.6 × 10−4 using Rockstar,
while it is ≈ 34× lower using a friends-of-friends (FOF) based approach as in previous
studies. This is because the typical spatial extent of Bullet progenitors is such that
FOF tends to group them into a single halo despite clearly distinct kinematics. Further
requiring an appropriately high average mass among the two progenitors, we find the
comoving number density of potential Bullet-like candidates to be on the order of
≈ 10−10 Mpc−3. Our findings suggest that ΛCDM straightforwardly produces massive,
high relative velocity halo pairs analogous to Bullet Cluster progenitors, and hence
the Bullet Cluster does not present a challenge to the ΛCDM model.
Key words: method : N-body simulations — galaxies : evolution — galaxies : for-
mation — galaxies: clusters — cosmology : theory — cosmology : dark matter
1 INTRODUCTION
Observations of merging massive clusters such as the Bullet
Cluster (1E0657-56) provide a unique opportunity to test
the ΛCDM paradigm. This particular object consists of two
massive clusters that have recently passed through one an-
other and are separated by ' 0.72Mpc on the sky at an
observed redshift of z = 0.296 (Clowe et al. 2004, 2006;
Bradacˇ et al. 2006). This system is relatively unique due to
the collision trajectory being almost perpendicular to our
line of sight. Both clusters are also quite massive and hence
rare, with Mparent ' 1.5×1015M & Mbullet ' 1.5×1014M
(Clowe et al. 2004, 2006; Bradacˇ et al. 2006). Chandra X-ray
observations revealed that the primary baryonic component
has been stripped away from the primary mass component
(identified via weak lensing) in the collision, and resides be-
tween the two massive clusters in the form of hot X-ray emit-
ting gas (Markevitch 2006). This evidence provided direct
empirical proof for the existence of collisionless and mass-
dominant dark matter (Clowe et al. 2006).
Shock features in the gas have been used to infer the
velocity of the bow shock preceding the ‘bullet’ (vshock =
4740+710−550 km s
−1; Markevitch 2006), which was initially as-
sumed to be approximately the infall velocity of the ‘bullet’
itself. Through the use of non-cosmological hydrodynamic
simulations, several groups have shown that this is not nec-
essarily the case (Milosavljevic´ et al. 2007; Springel & Farrar
2007; Mastropietro & Burkert 2008; Lage & Farrar 2014b).
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Halo pair (indicated by the subscript ‘12’) initial configu-
rations varied with separation distances (d12) ranging from
∼ 3.4−5 Mpc,Mparent (M1) from 7.13×1014−1.91×1015M,
Mbullet (M2) from 1.14 × 1014 − 2.59 × 1014M, and pair-
wise velocities (v12) ranging from 2057 − 3980 km s−1 at
z ' 0.5. Mastropietro & Burkert (2008) in particular, set
the initial halo requirements to be M1 ' 7.13 × 1014M,
M2 ' 1.14×1014M, and v12 ' 3000 km s−1 at a separation
distance of d12 ' 5 Mpc. More recent work by Lage & Far-
rar (2014a) has revised these values to M1 ' 1.91×1015M,
M2 ' 2.59×1014M, and v12 ' 2799 km s−1 at a separation
distance of d12 ' 2.8 Mpc.
Reproducing such a massive, close, and high-v12 merg-
ing pair in large N-body cosmological simulations has proven
to be very challenging (Hayashi & White 2006; Lee & Ko-
matsu 2010; Thompson & Nagamine 2012; Watson et al.
2014; Bouillot et al. 2014), potentially suggesting that the
canonical ΛCDM model with Gaussian perturbations is in-
consistent with the observed Bullet Cluster. Improving upon
the work of Lee & Komatsu (2010), Thompson & Nagamine
(2012) calculated the probability of finding a halo pair with
v12 > 3000 km s−1 among all halo pairs with M1,M2 >
1014M and d12 6 10 Mpc to be P = 2.8 × 10−8. Extrap-
olating their cumulative v12 curve, they estimated that one
would need a box size of at least ' (6.25 Gpc)3 to produce
one Bullet-like pair.
Bouillot et al. (2014) argue that the simulations of
Lee & Komatsu (2010) and Thompson & Nagamine (2012)
were too limited in volume ((4.3 Gpc)3 and (2.8 Gpc)3 re-
spectively) to properly characterise the tail of the v12
distribution. They estimated the probability of finding a
Bullet-like cluster in a (29 Gpc)3 simulation to be P(v12 >
3000 km s−1)= 6.4×10−6, which is two orders of magnitude
larger than estimates by Thompson & Nagamine (2012).
However, even with an improved probability in such a large
volume, Bouillot et al. (2014) did not find any halo pairs
matching the initial configurations required to reproduce the
observed properties of 1E0657-56 (Mastropietro & Burkert
2008; Lage & Farrar 2014a) .
The simulations analysed by Lee & Komatsu (2010),
Thompson & Nagamine (2012), and Bouillot et al. (2014)
have one crucial aspect in common: each group used a vari-
ant of the friends-of-friends (FOF) algorithm (e.g., Davis
et al. 1985) to identify and group their dark matter parti-
cles into haloes. It is known that FOF tends to ‘over-group’
the dark matter haloes when the resolution of the simulation
is not adequate. It is often the case that a trace amount of
particles bridge the two haloes, resulting in them being iden-
tified as a single dumbbell-shaped group. When the overlap
between the two haloes is more significant, FOF has no way
of separating them into two components.
In this paper, we demonstrate that in the context
of searching for a close, massive, high-v12 pair, one can-
not accurately identify haloes based solely on the spatial
distribution of particles, as FOF does. To properly sepa-
rate and identify substructures, we must also consider the
particle velocities. The recently developed Rockstar halo
finder (Behroozi et al. 2013) provides a way to do so. We
use Rockstar to calculate more robust statistics and prob-
abilities for finding close, massive, high-v12 halo pairs in a
large cosmological N-body simulation. We find much greater
numbers of such pairs than in previous works, and moreover
Table 1. Simulations
Run Box Size Particle Mdm 
Name [Mpc] Count [M] [kpc]
L6249 6429 16003 2.64× 1012 160.7
L3214 3214 8003 2.64× 1012 160.7
L1607 1607 4003 2.64× 1012 160.7
Note. — Summary of simulations used in this paper.
Mdm is the mass of each dark matter particle, and  is
the comoving gravitational softening length. We have
incorporated the effect of the Hubble parameter ‘h’ in
the numbers shown in the table and throughout this
paper.
they reasonably match the required initial configurations of
Mastropietro & Burkert (2008) and Lage & Farrar (2014a)
in mass, mass ratio, d12, collision angle, and v12.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we de-
tail our simulations. Section 3 details the halo finding algo-
rithms. We present our results in Section 4. Section 5 con-
tains concluding remarks and discussion.
2 SIMULATIONS
For our simulations we use the GADGET-3 code (Springel
2005), which simulates large N-body systems by means
of calculating gravitational interactions with a hierarchi-
cal multipole expansion. It uses a particle-mesh method for
long-range forces and a tree method for short-range forces.
Initial conditions are initialized at z = 99 using N-
GenIC1. We assume cosmological parameters consistent with
constraints from the WMAP (Hinshaw et al. 2013) & Planck
(Planck Collaboration et al. 2013) results, namely Ωm =
0.3,ΩΛ = 0.7, H0 = 70, σ8 = 0.8, ns = 0.96. Our largest sim-
ulation employs 16003 collision-less dark matter (DM) par-
ticles in a (6.4 Gpc)3 volume with an effective force resolu-
tion of  = 160.7 kpc (i.e., comoving gravitational softening
length). Two simulations with smaller volumes ((3.2 Gpc)3
and (1.6 Gpc)3) and particle counts (8003 and 4003) were ran
with the same force resolution to test how the simulation vol-
ume affects our results. A summary of the simulations used
in this study can be found in Table 1.
3 HALO FINDERS
Identifying dark matter haloes as groups of particles within
simulation data is a challenging affair, and there are nu-
merous codes with different feature sets employing different
algorithms. Knebe et al. (2011) compared a number of halo
finders in both cosmological and idealized scenarios. Overall,
they found most to be in agreement with one another, with
only subtle variations among the results. But in detail and
for specific types of systems, the differences can be substan-
tial. Here we employ two popular group finding algorithms to
1 http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/gadget/
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group dark matter particles into haloes: a friends-of-friends
algorithm, and a six-dimensional phase-space halo finder.
The FOF algorithm used in this study is a simplified
version of the parallel friends-of-friends group finder SUB-
FIND (Springel et al. 2001) with the post-processing SUB-
FIND algorithm disabled. The code groups the particles into
DM haloes if their positions lie within a specified linking
length. This linking length is a fraction of the initial mean
inter-particle separation, for which we adopt a standard
value of b = 0.15 (More et al. 2011). Additional groupings
with b = 0.20 were performed, whose results are briefly dis-
cussed in Section 4.3.
We also use a six-dimensional phase-space algorithm
called Rockstar (hereafter RS; Behroozi et al. 2013), which
is based on an adaptive hierarchal refinement of friends-of-
friends groups in both positional and velocity space. RS ini-
tially divides the simulation into 3D friends-of-friends groups
using a b = 0.28. The velocity and positions of each halo
are then normalized by the group position and velocity dis-
persions, which gives rise to a natural phase-space metric.
Next, a phase-space linking length is adaptively chosen such
that 70% of the group’s particles are linked together in sub-
groups; the normalization process is then repeated for each
subgroup. Once all levels of substructure are found, seed
haloes are placed at the lowest substructure levels and par-
ticles are assigned hierarchically to the closest seed halo in
phase space. Finally, unbound particles are removed from
the group. This allows RS to more accurately identify sub-
structure while maintaining accurate recovery of halo prop-
erties (see Knebe et al. 2011, for further details).
For most situations, FOF determines halo properties to
10% accuracy (Knebe et al. 2011). The algorithm however,
is not without weaknesses. In major mergers or when sub-
haloes lie close to the centers of their host haloes, the density
contrast is not strong enough to distinguish which particles
belong to which halo. If the two haloes have some relative
motion, six-dimensional halo finders (such as RS) can addi-
tionally use particle velocity information to determine halo
membership (Behroozi et al. 2013).
4 RESULTS
To search for Bullet Cluster-like halo pair progenitors, we
examine our simulations at z = 0.489 to identify systems
with the required initial configurations of both Mastropi-
etro & Burkert (2008, hereafter MB08) and Lage & Farrar
(2014a, hereafter LF14).
4.1 Halo Mass Function
To check the validity of our DM halo identification, we exam-
ine the DM halo mass function in Figure 1. The mass func-
tions of the two halo finders match remarkably well. This
agreement is not surprising, because the virial masses calcu-
lated by RS include all substructure and should be compara-
ble to the FOF halo masses. We truncate the FOF halo mass
function at 32 particles, but we show the RS mass function
below this in order to visualize the level of incompleteness
owing to poor numerical resolution at low halo masses; we
will only be concerned with haloes > 1014M, above which
the mass function is not limited by our resolution, and in this
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Figure 1. DM halo mass function at z = 0.489 for RS & FOF
groupings. The vertical black dotted lines represent the mass of
the observed bullet and parent respectively (Clowe et al. 2004,
2006; Bradacˇ et al. 2006). The dashed line represents the theo-
retical DM halo mass function from Sheth & Tormen (1999).
regime there is little difference in the mass function between
the two codes.
The black dashed line in Figure 1 is the Sheth & Tor-
men (1999) DM halo mass function at z = 0.489. Our sim-
ulations with both groupings slightly underpredict with re-
gards to analytic theory at the low-mass end, and slightly
over predict at the high-mass end. Many studies have shown
that theoretical models such as Sheth & Tormen (1999) do
not always agree with simulations since they do not cap-
ture the entire complexity of halo formation (i.e. Jenk-
ins et al. 2001; Tinker et al. 2008; Robertson et al. 2009;
Courtin et al. 2011). The important point here however, is
that both halo identification codes agree well with each other
at Mhalo > 1 × 1014M, which corresponds to a halo with
approximately 40 DM particles.
4.2 Average pair mass and pairwise velocities
We calculate pairwise velocities (v12 = |~v1−~v2|) for all halo
pairs with d12 6 10 Mpc. To examine how v12 relates to the
mass of the halo pair, we plot the average halo pair mass
(〈M12〉 ≡ (M1 +M2)/2) as a function of v12 in Figure 2, for
RS & FOF groupings in all three box sizes. RS clearly has a
broader distribution along v12 in every case, a direct result
of the code identifying more velocity-space substructure.
The dotted line denotes the average observed mass
of the two components of the Bullet Cluster (〈M12〉 =
8.25 × 1014M; Clowe et al. 2004, 2006; Bradacˇ et al.
2006), dot-dashed lines represent the average mass and
pairwise velocities of the initial condition requirements of
MB08 (〈M12〉 = 4.14 × 1014M & v12 ' 3000 km s−1), and
dashed lines are the initial condition requirements of LF14
(〈M12〉 = 1.08 × 1015M & v12 ' 2799 km s−1). We note
that, in our larger volumes, RS identifies numerous poten-
tial Bullet progenitor candidates (in and around the upper
right quadrant of each panel), whereas FOF identifies none.
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 2. Average halo pair mass 〈M12〉 as a function of
halo pairwise velocity v12. Color corresponds to the logarith-
mic number of data points (Log N). The horizontal dotted line
represents the observed 〈M12〉 of the Bullet Cluster (〈M12〉 =
8.25× 1014M; Clowe et al. 2004, 2006; Bradacˇ et al. 2006). The
dot-dashed lines represent 〈M12〉 and v12 for the initial condition
requirements of Mastropietro & Burkert (2008), while the dashed
lines represent the initial requirements of Lage & Farrar (2014a).
4.3 Pairwise velocity probability distribution
function
To estimate the probability of finding a Bullet Cluster can-
didate, the approach taken in previous works (Lee & Ko-
matsu 2010; Thompson & Nagamine 2012; Bouillot et al.
2014) is to identify halo pairs with high relative velocities
(v12 > 3000 km s−1; MB08) from among all halo pairs above
a given mass threshold (M1,M2 > 1014M) and separated
by d12 6 10Mpc . The Bullet Cluster, however, has a con-
siderably higher mass, with the main cluster having an ob-
served mass in excess of 1015M (Clowe et al. 2004, 2006;
Bradacˇ et al. 2006). Given that the usual criteria may not
select pairs with mass ratios similar to the Bullet-Cluster,
we refer to pairs with M1,M2 > 1014M as high-v12 pairs.
To more accurately sample potential Bullet-like candidates
of higher mass, we additionally restrict our sample to pairs
whose average mass is greater than 4.14× 1014M (MB08),
or 1.08 × 1015M (LF14) and refer to this sample as mas-
sive, high-v12 pairs. In this section we discuss the general
pairwise velocity probability distribution function (PDF) of
both high-v12 and massive, high-v12 pairs before discussing
the number density of these objects in the following section.
Previous works have determined the probability of find-
ing a high-v12 pair to be on the order of P(> 3000 km s−1) '
10−8−10−9 (Lee & Komatsu 2010; Thompson & Nagamine
2012). Recently Bouillot et al. (2014) argued for a value two
orders of magnitude larger (P' 10−6) through the examina-
tion of a simulation with a much larger volume (29 Gpc)3. As
we show in Section 4.2 however, identifying haloes with an
FOF algorithm can lead to substantially lower values of v12
(Figure 2) due to its inability to distinguish between sub-
structure in merging systems like the Bullet. These lower
values of v12 will have a direct impact on the resulting prob-
abilities.
Figure 3 shows the PDF and fit from our largest simu-
lation for both RS & FOF groupings of high-v12 (M1,M2 >
1014M, d12 6 10Mpc) pairs. The overall distribution is
Gaussian-like, with a peak at v12 ≈ 600 km s−1. This is
comparable to the Hubble velocity for haloes separated by
6.5 Mpc. The high-v12 pairs in this sample lie in the ex-
treme tail of the distribution at v12 > 3000 km s−1. Hence
such high velocities are only likely to arise in systems that
are merging towards each other.
The probability for a high-v12 pair is the area under this
curve above the velocity threshold, divided by the total area
under the curve. Because this high pairwise velocity tail is
sampled by a small number of haloes owing to the limited
simulation volume, it may not be a fair representation of
the true statistics to simply count pairs above this thresh-
old. One approach to mitigate this is to fit the PDF with an
analytic function and integrate this function out to infinity.
Previous works have used a Gaussian for this purpose (Lee &
Komatsu 2010; Thompson & Nagamine 2012), but Bouillot
et al. (2014) argues for the use of “Extreme Value Statis-
tics” (EVS; Frechet 1927; Fisher & Tippett 1928; Gumbel
1935; Gnedenko 1943) since the extreme tail of the PDF can
deviate significantly from a Gaussian.
Here we instead follow the approach of fitting a skewed
Gaussian, but we force the fit to be very good particularly
for the PDF above 3000 km s−1. This is accomplished by al-
lowing large fitting errors at v12 < 3000 km s
−1, and small
ones at v12 > 3000 km s−1. A least-square-fit then obtains a
very good fit at high velocities, at the expense of a poorer
fit at lower velocities. However, we do not need to use the
fit at lower velocities, since there we can directly count pairs
within a large and representative sample. We then calculate
the probability of finding a high-v12 pair with desired statis-
tics by integrating our best-fit skewed Gaussian to infinity.
We also show the skewed Gaussian fits (dashed lines)
in Figure 3 . At v12 < 3000 km s
−1 the fit is not good,
but as shown by the inset in the upper left, the fit is
much better at v12 > 3000 km s−1. By integrating the fit-
ting function from 3000 km s−1 to infinity we obtain prob-
abilities of PRS = 4.58 × 10−4 & PFOF = 1.35 × 10−5.
Again, this is the probability of finding a halo pair with
v12 > 3000 km s−1 among all halo pairs with d12 6 10Mpc
and M1,M2 > 1014M at z = 0.489.
Our PFOF is slightly larger than the value calculated by
Bouillot et al. (2014) which may be due to our simplified
approach. If we run the same analysis on FOF groupings
with b = 0.20 as opposed to b = 0.15, we find PFOF,b=0.20 =
3.51 × 10−6, which is slightly smaller than the value of P=
6.4 × 10−6 that Bouillot et al. (2014) obtained using b =
0.15 for their FOF groupings. Regardless of this difference,
PRS remains almost two orders of magnitude higher than
previous estimates using FOF.
Repeating the same exercise on the smaller boxes re-
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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sults in similar probabilities. For the L3214 run, we find
PRS = 5.64 × 10−4 and PFOF = 4.48 × 10−6. And PRS =
2.46×10−4 and PFOF = 3.37×10−6 for the L1607 run. Note
that the distribution gets noisier with decreasing box size,
hence the probabilities become more unreliable. Even so, the
probabilities remain roughly similar in order of magnitude,
showing that this approach is stable against reasonable box
size variations.
If we instead employ EVS and fit a Generalized Pareto
distribution (GPD) of the form
PDF =
1
σ
(
1 + ξ
v12 − µ
σ
)1/ξ+1
, (1)
as was done in Bouillot et al. (2014), we find that the prob-
abilities do not differ drastically from our above described
method. We select the location parameter (µ) in the same
fashion as Bouillot et al. (2014) (µ = 1600 km s−1; see their
Figure 10)2 before fitting for the scale (σ) and shape (ξ)
parameters. These fits are shown in Figure 4 for our largest
simulation as the dashed lines. Integrating these from 3000
km s−1 to infinity we find PRS,GPD = 4.51 × 10−4 and
PFOF,GPD = 9.31 × 10−6, which are different by a factor
of 1.02 and 1.45 when compared to our skewed normal fits.
These minor differences indicate that our method is suffi-
cient at fitting the high-v12 tail of the distribution.
In Figure 5, we show the ratio between the RS and FOF
PDFs in our three simulation volumes using the skewed nor-
mal fits. The PDFs are very similar for v12 . 1000 km s−1,
but above this value the RS probability increases markedly
relative to FOF, such that by v12 ∼ 3000 km s−1 it is two
orders of magnitude higher. The ratio of RS & FOF PDFs
in the L3214 and L1607 runs have the same trend as the
L6249 run, suggesting that the statistical relation between
massive RS & FOF velocity pairs does not vary drastically
even in volumes as small as (1607 Mpc)3.
Using the methods described above, we impose an addi-
tional mass criteria of 〈M12〉 > 4.14× 1014M (MB08) and
calculate the probability of finding a massive, high-v12 halo
pair within our largest volume to be PRS,Bullet−like = 1.36×
10−3 and PFOF,Bullet−like = 7.38×10−6. Note that with the
additional mass cuts we are sampling a different population
of halo pairs. This results in a value of PRS,Bullet−like that
is ≈ 3× larger than PRS, while PFOF,Bullet−like is ≈ 2×
smaller than PFOF, indicating that a greater fraction of
〈M12〉 > 4.14× 1014M halo pairs within the RS groupings
have a v12 greater than 3000 km s
−1. Nonetheless, we will
show in the next section that such massive, high-v12 pairs
are globally less frequent than high-v12 pairs by an order of
magnitude.
We note that for the above quoted statistics we are im-
posing the velocity requirement of v12 > 3000 km s−1 from
MB08 in order to compare to previous works. If we in-
stead use the velocity requirement of v12 > 2799 km s−1
argued by LF14 we find PRS(> 2799 km s−1) = 7.57 ×
10−4 and PFOF(> 2799 km s−1) = 2.89 × 10−5 amongst
all halos with M1,M2 > 1014M. Imposing the addi-
tional mass cut of 〈M12〉 > 1.08 × 1015M (LF14) we
find PRS,Bullet−like(> 2799 km s−1) = 5.84 × 10−2 and
2 We note that the exact value of µ has a minimal impact on the
resulting probabilities
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Figure 3. Probability distribution function of massive halo pairs
(M1,M2 > 1014M, d12 6 10Mpc) in our largest simulation
(L6249 ) identified by FOF and RS. Thin red solid line represents
the FOF data and the thick blue solid line shows RS. Dashed lines
represent the skew normal fit to the data. Small error bars were
applied at v12 > 3000 km s−1 (MB08) to force the fit to be better
there, at the expense of a poor fit at lower v12. Inset shows the
fit at v12 > 3000 km s−1, demonstrating the excellent fit in the
high velocity tail. We also show the probability of finding a halo
pair with v12 > 3000 km s−1 obtained by integrating the fitting
functions to ∞.
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Figure 4. Figure 3 plotted in log-log space, zoomed in on the
high pairwise velocity tail. The skewed normal fits (SG; described
in Section 4.3) are plotted as the dotted lines, while the General-
ized Pareto distributions (GPD) are shown as the dashed lines.
PFOF,Bullet−like(> 2799 km s−1) = 9.41× 10−6. A summary
of these probabilities can be found in Table 2.
4.4 Number density estimation
In order to quantify whether these objects are a likely occur-
rence in ΛCDM, we must estimate their number densities.
This will also provide predictions for future all-sky surveys
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 5. Ratio between FOF & RS PDFs, for all three sim-
ulation box sizes. The two halo finders agree well up to v12 ∼
1000 km s−1, but RS rapidly increases relative to FOF above this.
The PDF are consistent among the various box sizes.
that may be able to probe deeper and hence see such objects
over a larger volume.
In our largest volume simulation, the number of halo
pairs with d12 6 10Mpc, M1,M2 > 1014M, and v12 >
3000 km s−1 (MB08) is 6 using FOF and 318 using RS. To
obtain the full number density, we must additionally cor-
rect for our finite volume. Using the integrated PDF (P) de-
scribed in previous sections, the number of halo pairs within
our sample above the v12 threshold (N(> vth)), and the to-
tal number of halo pairs within our sample (N ; Section 4.3)
we calculate the correction factor to be
ncorrection =
P
N(> vth)/N
. (2)
This results in an additional factor of 1.03 for RS and 1.53
for FOF. Dividing by our simulation volume, we thus obtain
the values of nRS = 1.23 × 10−9Mpc−3 and nFOF = 3.45 ×
10−11Mpc−3.
We note that Thompson & Nagamine (2012) computed
a number density, but to do so they needed to extrapolate
their cumulative v12 distribution out to 3000 km s
−1 owing
to their limited volume of (2.8 Gpc)3. They calculated a
value of nFOF = 9.4× 10−13Mpc−3 for such halo pairs. The
use of a larger volume and a better fitting function results
in significantly higher values for FOF, and RS additionally
provides a number density increase by more than a factor of
30.
Again the distinction must be made that the above val-
ues of n represent the number density of high-v12 halo pairs
matching the velocity cut of MB08. Within our largest vol-
ume simulation we find 0 FOF pairs, and 35 RS pairs that
meet our massive, high-v12 criteria. We find the number
density of massive, high-v12 halo pairs to be nRS,massive =
1.52×10−10, i.e. an order of magnitude less than the number
density of high-v12 pairs (nRS).
Using the velocity criteria set by LF14 we find 15 FOF
pairs and 535 RS pairs with d12 6 10Mpc, M1,M2 >
1014M within our largest simulation. The number densi-
ties of these high-v12 halo pairs is nRS(> 2799 km s−1) =
2.04×10−9 Mpc−3 and nFOF(> 2799 km s−1) = 7.41×10−11
Mpc−3. Again we impose an additional mass cut from LF14
to select massive, high-v12 candidates and find a num-
ber density of nRS,massive(> 2799 km s−1) = 7.92 × 10−11
Mpc−3. Table 2 summarizes these results.
4.5 Bullet-like pair candidates
We now study in more detail the properties of massive, high-
v12 pairs in the simulation. Massive, high-v12 pairs are se-
lected from our largest simulation according to the MB08
criteria: (i) M1,M2 > 1014M, (ii) 〈M12〉> 4.14× 1014M,
(iii) d12 6 10 Mpc and (iv) v12 > 3000 km s−1. As mentioned
in Section 4.4 we find 35 candidates within the RS groupings
that meet this criteria, and zero within the FOF groupings.
We select three ideal Bullet-like candidate pairs from
the RS massive, high-v12 sample that best match the Bul-
let Cluster mass ratio and separation distance, and examine
FOF data for the same haloes. The results are summarized
in Table 3. RS Bullet-like candidates #1 and #2 are each
grouped into a single FOF halo. Pair three however, is iden-
tified as two separate FOF groups, but with a v12 that is less
than half of its RS counterpart (and hence fails to meet the
massive, high-v12 criteria). We note that we used b = 0.15
to group FOF haloes; if we had used the canonical value of
b = 0.20, FOF identifies system #3 as a single group.
By visualizing these systems we can better understand
the differences between RS and FOF. In Figure 6 we project
the halo particles of our candidate groups onto the x − y
plane, and then bin them into hexagonal bins3 4. The num-
ber of FOF-identified particles within a given bin is indi-
cated by the shade of each hexagon, with darker shades cor-
responding to more particles contained within. Additionally,
we indicate the mean velocity vectors of particles within each
bin by the colored arrows.
Panels (1) & (2) show halo candidate pairs #1 and #2
from Table 3. Both of these pairs are identified as a single
group by FOF; one can clearly see the ‘bridge’ of parti-
cles connecting the two concentrations. Arrows indicate the
mean velocity of the RS-identified particles within a given
bin minus the bulk velocity of the corresponding (single)
FOF halo. The directions and magnitudes of the different RS
groupings provides clear evidence that the single object iden-
tified by FOF is indeed two separate objects when viewed in
velocity space. We do not show FOF velocity information,
but it is very similar to that of RS since the actual parti-
cles grouped into RS and FOF haloes are quite similar; the
difference is that, by using velocity information, RS is able
to separate these systems into two distinct haloes whereas
FOF (which does not use velocity information) lumps them
into one.
Candidate #3 is distinct since both FOF and RS iden-
tify them as two separate haloes. Here we only show the
smaller ‘bullet’ from this pair in Panel (3) of Figure 6,
since the larger halo is identified similarly by both. We
3 Interactive 3D visualizations are available at http://www.
physics.unlv.edu/~rthompson/bulletCandidates
4 Hexagonal bins are the closest one can get to a circle while
still allowing the shapes to interlock. This makes a hexagonal
tessellation the most efficient and compact division of 2D data.
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~vRS
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Figure 6. Candidate halo pairs from Table 3 projected on the x− y plane. Greyscale intensity represents the number of FOF identified
particles contained within each hexagonal bin. The size of each bin corresponds roughly to the FOF linking length of ' 0.4Mpc (b = 0.15).
Panels (1) & (2) show RS-identified mean particle velocity vectors from each bin. To accentuate the differences we also subtract the FOF
halo’s bulk velocity from the RS velocities. In these cases, FOF groups the two concentrations into a single halo, whereas RS separates
them into two haloes based on their distinct kinematics. Panel (3) only shows the smaller halo from candidate pair #3; here we also
overplot the FOF velocity vectors in red. Where most of the particles lie (the dark region), the velocity vectors of RS and FOF are in
the opposite direction, showing that again FOF is merging kinematically distinct components that RS separates. The resulting pairwise
velocity relative to the main halo (not shown) is much smaller in the FOF case.
further show the median velocity vectors for both FOF-
identified particles (red) and RS-identified particles (blue).
While some bins have similar mean velocities, others are
considerably different from one another. Most notably, two
of the dark center bins where the majority of the mass lies
show nearly opposing velocity vectors between FOF and RS.
What has happened is that there are multiple objects in this
region, and FOF has overgrouped them resulting in a veloc-
ity much closer to that of the main halo (not shown). Mean-
while, RS is able to distinguish the relatively small ‘bullet’
that is distinct in velocity space. The overgrouping results in
an FOF halo that is 7× more massive than the RS counter-
part, and double in radius. Crucially, the pairwise velocity is
reduced by a factor of two when compared to the RS results.
By lumping together multiple groups into a single ob-
ject, the overall bulk velocity can easily get washed out.
Consider this simple example: two head-on merging haloes
are grouped together; their bulk velocities would effectively
cancel out leading to a much lower bulk velocity for the fi-
nal group. When v12 is calculated between this group and
others, the resulting value would be much lower than if they
were considered as separate objects. This problem is exac-
erbated as the number of distinct objects grouped together
increases. Candidate #3 is one clear example of such a pro-
cess.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this work we determine the probability and number den-
sity of finding systems analogous to progenitors of the Bul-
let Cluster 1E0657-56 within large-volume cosmological N-
body simulations. We particularly examine the difference
between two popular halo finding algorithms in the context
of searching for a massive, high-pairwise velocity halo pair.
Our results show that halo finders that only consider par-
ticle positions (FOF) can underestimate the probability of
high pairwise velocity systems, which can ultimately lead to
tension with the ΛCDM model. Halo finders that addition-
ally consider particle velocities can more robustly identify
kinematically distinct substructures, resulting in greater v12
probabilities, alleviating tensions with ΛCDM.
Within our largest cosmological N-body simulation, we
find the probability of producing a halo pair with v12 >
3000 km s−1 (Mastropietro & Burkert 2008) from among all
halo pairs with d12 6 10Mpc, & M1,M2 > 1014M to be
PRS = 4.58× 10−4 when using Rockstar (RS). This value
is larger by 1.5 dex than when one only considers parti-
cle positions using a friends-of-friends (FOF) halo finding
algorithm (PFOF = 1.35 × 10−5). Simulation box size still
plays an important role as we show in Figure 2, but us-
ing RS, a box size on the order of (3 Gpc)3 yields simi-
lar probabilities as a (6.4 Gpc)3 box with reasonable ex-
trapolations of the v12 probability distribution functions.
If we slide the velocity cut back to v12 > 2799 km s−1 as
argued by Lage & Farrar (2014a) we find slightly higher
probabilities of PRS(> 2799 km s−1) = 7.57 × 10−4 and
PFOF(> 2799 km s−1) = 2.89×10−5. We also find that these
results do not change drastically when fitting with ”Extreme
Value Statistics” rather than a skewed Gaussian.
We estimate the expected number density of such high-
v12 objects to be nRS = 1.23 × 10−9 Mpc−3 using the ve-
locity cuts of MB08, and nRS(> 2799 km s−1) = 2.04× 10−9
Mpc−3 for LF14. Imposing an additional mass criteria of
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〈M12〉 > 4.14 × 1014M (MB08) in order to identify more
massive systems that are truer analogs of the Bullet Cluster,
we calculate the expected number density of massive, high-
v12 objects to be nRS,massive = 1.52×10−10 Mpc−3. Includ-
ing this more stringent mass criterion, RS identifies ' 35
massive, high-v12 candidates within our largest simulation,
wherein FOF applied to the same simulation identifies none.
Imposing higher mass cut of 〈M12〉 > 1.08×1015M (LF14)
yields a number density of massive, high-v12 objects to be
slightly smaller (nRS,massive(> 2799 km s−1) = 7.92× 10−11
Mpc−3).
By studying individual examples, we show that the
differences between RS and FOF owe to the identification
of more substructure by considering particle velocities. We
identify three ideal candidate halo pairs from the RS dataset
and examine the FOF data in the same region (Table 3). By
not considering particle velocities, FOF tends to over-group
haloes and/or group together particles that are clearly dif-
ferent groups in velocity space (Figure 6).
We do not expect to find an exact match to the Bul-
let Cluster within one random realization of our Universe.
The more significant point is that producing such massive
high-v12 pairs should no longer be considered a challenge
to ΛCDM, as was suggested in Lee & Komatsu (2010) and
Thompson & Nagamine (2012). As we have shown here, the
identification of such a pair is not only possible but likely
when a kinematic halo finding algorithm is used. While for
the overall halo population the differences between RS and
FOF are fairly minor, using particle velocity information is
crucial when identifying haloes in the context of this partic-
ular problem.
More broadly, this greatly ameliorates a major challenge
to the ΛCDM model presented by the high progenitor pair-
wise velocities of the Bullet Cluster. Instead, we show that
the Bullet Cluster is a rare but expected object in a ΛCDM
universe. Future all-sky X-ray surveys (e.g., eROSITA5) to-
gether with upcoming weak lensing surveys (e.g., LSST6)
will potentially identify many more Bullet-like systems to
lower masses and/or higher redshifts, which can be used to
further explore the nature of dark matter, and thus test the
ΛCDM paradigm in more detail. At this time, however, the
Bullet Cluster provides unequivocal support for the modern
concordance cosmological paradigm.
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Table 2. Probabilities & number densities
Pairs NRS NFOF PRS PFOF nRS nFOF
Mastropietro & Burkert (2008) criteria
High-v12 318 6 4.58× 10−4 1.35× 10−5 1.23× 10−9 3.45× 10−11
Massive, high-v12 35 0 1.36× 10−3 7.38× 10−6 1.52× 10−10 -
Lage & Farrar (2014a) criteria
High-v12 535 15 7.57× 10−4 2.89× 10−5 2.04× 10−9 7.41× 10−11
Massive, high-v12 23 0 5.84× 10−2 9.41× 10−6 7.92× 10−11 -
Note. — High-v12 pairs are defined as halo pairs with v12 > 3000 km s−1 (MB08), or v12 >
2799 km s−1 (LF14) from among all halo pairs with M1,M2 > 1014M and d12 6 10 Mpc. Massive,
high-v12 pairs are defined by imposing an additional mass criteria of 〈M12〉 > 4.14×1014M (MB08)
or 〈M12〉 > 1.08× 1015M (LF14). All values are from our largest volume simulation. ‘N’ is the total
number of pairs that meet said criteria, ‘P’ represents the probability (Section 4.3), and ‘n’ is the
number density given in units of Mpc−3. Previous works found PFOF = 6.4 × 10−6 (Bouillot et al.
2014), and nFOF = 9.4× 10−13 (Thompson & Nagamine 2012) for high-v12 pairs when imposing the
MB08 velocity cut.
Table 3. Bullet-like candidate pairs
Pair v12 d12 θ M1 M2 Mass r1 r2
[km s−1] [Mpc] [M] [M] Ratio [Mpc] [Mpc]
Rockstar Candidates
1 4893 5.95 156 1.69e15 2.01e14 0.08 2.34 1.00
2 3506 3.57 149 1.65e15 2.06e14 0.13 2.32 1.16
3 3130 6.17 141 1.88e15 1.30e14 0.07 2.42 0.99
FOF Findings
1 Single - - 4.19e15 - - 3.17 -
2 Single - - 2.48e15 - - 2.66 -
3 1537 5.69 131 1.56e15 9.21e14 0.59 2.28 1.91
Note. — Selected massive, high-v12 candidate pairs from our largest simulation
(see Table 1). Rockstar candidates were chosen based on how similar they were to
the Bullet Cluster initial condition requirements of Mastropietro & Burkert (2008).
Corresponding FOF haloes were then identified based on their proximity to the
chosen RS haloes.
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